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CAKE
Size: 6” Double Layer Cake
Flavor: Vanilla Cake
Icing: Vanilla Buttercream
Colors: Light Blue, Pink & White

Primary Inspiration Cake Topper Inspiration Additional Inspiration Actual Cake Topper

I would like the cake to be a light blue color with a white 
draped “ribbon” around the top edge and a white border on 
the bottom as depicted in the “Primary Inspiration” photo. If  
you’d like, you can add flowers or make the ribbons thicker as 
depicted in the “Additional inspiration” photo. Please see the 
photo of  the actual cake topper for color reference.
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CAKE BALLS

Quantity: 18
Flavor: Bakery to Call with Options
Colors: Cinderella Blue & White

Primary Inspiration Additional Inspiration Additional Inspiration

I would like for the cake balls to be blue and white. I am 
open to having some blue and some white with coordinating 
patterns as shown in the second and third photos. I have 
magic wands I could provide if  it is possible to do them like the 
first and last examples. Please let me know so I can deliver to 
the store if  this is a possibility!
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CUPCAKES
Quantity: 24
Flavor: Vanilla Cake
Icing: Vanilla Buttercream
Color: Cinderella Blue

Primary Inspiration Additional Inspiration Additional Inspiration

I would like the cupcakes to be light blue with a swirly 
frosting style. If  possible, I’d like white pearls sprinkled 
on top. Also, if  possible, I’d like the cupcakes to be 
packaged in packages of  4.
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SNACKS
Each family will have its own pail with snacks in order to maintain 
social distancing. Since most people will be watching kids in the 
pool, we will only provide light “happy hour” snacks. For the adults 
we’ll have trailmix and popcorn. For the kids we’ll have princess-
themed golfish and fruitsnacks. 



DRINKS
We will provide waters and juiceboxes in the snack 
buckets for each family. Guests will be able to order beer, 
wine or white claws from the club by providing the code 
word “Fairy Godmother.” Each adult will get a custom 
coozie as a favor. Tables will have signs spelling this out.
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Join us for a royal pool party!

BERRY CREEK SWIMMING POOL
449 CHAMPIONS DRIVE

GEORGETOWN, TX 78628

Saturday 4:00
in theafternoon18th

JULY 

RSVP TO KENDALL 512.868.7481
OR KANNE84@GMAIL.COM

BY JULY 9

Royal Decree
Hear ye, hear ye!

By royal command, every energetic 
toddler is ordered to attend this 

spectacular pool party, hosted in honor 
of the third birthday of her highness 

Princess Annabelle Mae Guinn.

The King encourages merrymaking by 
all but requests that guests maintain 

proper social distancing protocols.  

Each attending family of the royal pool 
party will have a designated area, and 

hand sanitizer will be available. 

The King appreciates your compliance in 
making all guests feel safe and 

welcome. 
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INVITATIONS
Invitations will be paired with a royal decree to make sure guests 
practice social distancing and tied together with a ribbon and magic 
wand. Addresses will be will be silver foiled and have a rhinestone 
accent.



POOL DECOR
Pool rings for the kids with their names on them will serve 
as decor and favors. I’ll also have pink beach balls and 
maybe a ring shaped float.
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FAVORS
For favors, each family will receive a copy of  the 1974 
version of  Cinderella. They will be wrapped in a cello bag 
with a ribbon and a tag. Each guest will also get a “minight 
kisses” favor bag with Hersheys Kisses and a mini glass 
slipper.
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